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Alora’s POV

Sitting in the kitchen next to my mate and with my family, I ate and savored the
connections and memories we were all forming. I felt like the sun was truly
shinning brightly on me today.

“Where would be a good place to train with magic?” my father asked Alpha
Andrew.

“The Heartsongs training arena and grounds were all fortified in their
construction, I have a Pack bus coming to pick up this lot here and take them
there for training, seeing as Alora and Victor have pretty much disabled my
training arena.” he says in a dry tone.

I blush, the Alpha doesn’t actually look angry about it, instead he looks amused.
“Your boy’s Daniel and Bryce are getting that squared away for me though, as
well as adding the wards and protections it needs to protect it from battle
magic.” The Alpha added in a cheery tone.

“You and Brock have been wanting to upgrade that training arena for years now,
your just happy you two have a valid excuse now.” said Luna Ember in that ‘you’ve
been caught with your hand in the cookie jar’ mom tone.

Everyone laughs while the Alpha and Brock just look guilty. Seeing this made me
laugh and giggle harder, the others were too. “Well dad it looks like mom figured
out why your so happy the training arena was damaged so much” my mate says
while laughing. 2

His father glared and threw a napkin at him. “Just for that, your going to be doing
rounds with me and Brock again.” he says, the Alpha’s smile was almost
threatening in it’s glee. (3)

I pat my mates shoulder and say “Good luck my darling.” in a supportive ‘It was
nice to know ya’ tone. He looks down at me with a face of surprised shock. Darien
threw his head back and laughed at his brothers expression.2

“That my brother, is Alora tossing you under the bus with her humor.” Darien
managed to get
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while laughing. I was struck with another fit of laughter and giggles at his
comment.

“You’ll be joining us too Darien.” said Alpha Andrew with that same smile that
says ‘I’m a predator, and I know it’.

Darien’s laughter halts abruptly and my mate smiles at him in the same predators
grin as his father. Darien’s face is crestfallen, his mate giggles she pats his
shoulder and says “Just make sure you keep that pretty face of yours intact.” he
looks at her with a comically exaggerated look of surprise and offence.

I laugh with everyone else. “I believe Darien,” giggle “that your mate,” giggle
“just threw you,” giggle “under the bus.” I gasp out through my laughter and
giggles. He glares at me, and because he was sitting next to me, pushed me into
Damien, making me laugh harder. Serenity smacked him on the arm and giggled.

“Well as you are determined to abuse your son’s, I believe I will be spending time
as a spectator with our two pregnant females as you all train.” Luna Ember says. 3

A thought came to me “Victor, are you up to training in Kitsune form?” I ask him,
hoping he was.

He looks excited, then looks at his mate, a questioning look on his face, Jaxon
gives him a half smile and nods his head. “Yes, are we doing swords today or do
you want to do hand to hand and magic?” he asks me.

“Hand to hand and Magic” I tell him excitedly. This would be fun, I smile brightly
“Dad you and Cathel should come with us for training.” I say to him, looking at
him with a hopeful expression.

He smiles “Alright sweet girl, I would love to get the chance to do some training
with you as well.” he said.

I couldn’t help the excited jump I did in my seat at that or the nearly shouted “I’d
love that.”

My mate laughs at my actions, at the narrow eyed look I give him, he leans down
and kisses my temple, with a wide smile on his face he says “I’m glad to see you
so excited and happy about something mate.” his tone of voice sweet and loving.
His eyes sparkling with amusement and love.

Okay….so he was totally forgiven in that instant and my slight irritation vanished
as if it had never been. I smile back at him, then I lean up and give him a quick
peck on the lips. “Will you train with me too?” I asked him.

His smile still in place he nods “I’ll look forward to it, finish your breakfast my
Starlight.” I look forward and the others are staring at me with various
expressions of amusement, I blush and get back to eating my breakfast.



I had scrambled eggs with mixed peppers, onions and cheese, six sausage links
with maple syrup for dipping, two buttered waffles with maple syrup and fresh
strawberry and banana slices on top, and a small bowl of maple brown sugar
oatmeal with dates, and both golden and red raisins. O

It was a good sized meal for a Werewolf. To drink with the meal I had a large glass
of orange juice and

dark chocolate soy milk. I didn’t like drinking regular milk, it left a sour taste and
a coating in my mouth, That and to much dairy was bad, even for a Werewolf and
our super healing abilities. I knew the Luna got most of the food items from a
local source and the sausage was from wild pigs. ?

Werewolves are picky with their food sources, they felt that to eat well, you had
to be respectful of your food source. So while we still had junk food, we ate
healthy the majority of the time. AWerewolf’s metabolism was eight times that
of a human, so we ate a lot more. Fortified with a balanced breakfast, we all head
for the bus the Alpha had ordered, it was parked out front. One of the Alpha’s
Enforcers was the driver. 2

“How far from here is the Heartsong Mansion.” my father asked the Alpha.

“Not that far actually, the Heartsong lands border ours, they are farther into our
territory, closer to the Volcano. Actually, the Volcano itself and the surrounding
acres at the base for about fifty miles out are all Heartsong lands. There is a river
that water falls from the lake in the middle of the Volcano, it runs throughout
the Heartsongs lands into ours. The river is said to be the one where my ancestor
Lucian Blackfire met Luna Heartsong.”

“Who were they?” my father asks him.

So for most of the drive the Alpha told my father their story, with my brothers,
sister, Bella and all the others listening to him. I couldn’t help but listen too. The
story was worth hearing again and again. The drive to the Mansion didn’t take
long, the road we were on, was actually a road that lead directly through this
territory and the Heartsongs to the Heartsong Mansion

We get there and I’m awed, all around me is beauty, in the middle of the
absolutely enormous mansion was a giant willow tree, it was the biggest willow I
had ever seen, and there were blue flowers blooming on its vines. The tree stood
fifteen stories tall, the mansion was six stories tall and had at least fifty rooms on
each of its four sides. 3

I didn’t know how deep it was, there was a large round building that was just as
tall and wide around as the Mansion not that far away from it, and that was
where we were heading.

Once parked in front of the building we got off the bus, there were a lot of us so
it took a moment to get us all off. We stood in front of the massive building,
admiring it for a moment. There was an enormous training ground in the center



of the building, the building was deep, there were classrooms and weapons
storage in the building as well as living quarters.

There was a tall wide hallway that went from the outside of the training building
to the interior grounds. Directly across from the arenas opening, was the same
kind of hallway in the Mansion, leading from the outside to the courtyard in the
center.

All the forests surrounding the lands were old, and the trees started out at
fifteen stories towards the Mansion and grounds, but in the distance there were
trees that were at least fifty stories tall. 3

There was so much power and life seeping from our surroundings, I could feel it
like a physical charge. It settled within me, welcoming me home, telling me I
belonged here. I took off my sandals and held them in one hand, letting my bare
feet touch the rich earth below my feet.

Beside me Damien did the same, I looked up at him. “Can you feel it?” my voice
almost breathless.

“Yes.” his voice was rough “We’re being welcomed home.” he says in wonder.

I lead us straight to the center of the arena, once we walked through the hallway.
Standing in the center of the arena, holding Damien’s hand I face him, he looks
down at me and we drop our sandals to connect with our other hands.

I feel our connection to the ground and lands, like roots of a tree, the power I
could feel in everything around us was immense. I felt like I needed to enhance it,
awakening more of the primal energy that had long gone to sleep inside the
earth.

I felt so many veins of life spread out fromme, including a few clan members
who’s bonds were severely muffled. “Damien” I say as my warning, I felt I needed
to do this, there was a reason behind it, one I think only the Goddess knew.

He nods his head. “Do what you need to do Starlight, I’ll be with you no matter
what.” he promises me, love in his eyes.

I shut my eyes and I feel it all well forward, then I release it, awakening powers of
those I felt along the threads that were supposed to be awakened. My father and
stepmother were just two of those threads. The ground shook around us, and a
rumble came from the Volcano. When I was done I opened my eyes, and gradually
the rumbling and shaking stopped.

Off to the side there was a yelled “What the fuck just happened!” from a wolf I
didn’t know.
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Chapter 108

Alora’s POV con’d

With the shout of the new wolf I looked over to where he, and several other
wolves were standing, each had their legs spread to balance themselves on the
once shaking ground, and were looking at me as well. I could feel instantly these
were some of my Clan wolves. Time to start acting like the Clan Alpha. I step
forward and let my aura out, so they could feel what I was, their eyes widen in
surprise.

“My name is Alora Luna Heartsong. Clan Alpha, of the Heartsongs.” I told them in
an Alpha tone. They felt my power and status, knew my words rang true. They
had all been told they had a new Alpha. I would need to hold a banquet for my
Clan, so they could all meet…know who their Clan Alpha was.

“Victor.” I mind linked him.

“Yes my Alpha” he says in acknowledgment.

“How quickly can you get a Clan banquet together” I asked him

“I can have one put together as quickly as tomorrow night.” He tells me.

“Good, I need to meet the rest of my Clan members and they need to meet me.” I
told him.

“I will get on it now.” He tells me.

“Thank you Victor” I tell him.

“It’s my honor Alpha” he says to me.

The new wolves were offering their necks in submission to their Alpha. “Up, and
tell me your names and ranking.” I say to them. 2

They all get up and then form a line in front of me, there were eleven wolves in
total, a few of them hybrids. They introduced themselves one by one. The wolf
who had yelled out was Caleb Blackstone. He was a lower level Werewolf
Vampire Hybrid, more Werewolf then Vampire. I let them all know we were going
to be training, and if they wanted to watch or participate they could.
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Victor and I were going to battle in our Kitsune forms first. I transformed into my
Kitsune form, getting noises of awe and gasps of surprise, on some of the new
wolves faces were looks of wonder. Looking back at the group I see my father
and stepmom looking surprised and awe struck at my appearance. I feel my
cheeks heat with a blush.

“Dad, mom… this is my Kitsune form, it’s named Starlight.” I tell them, they’re
surprised at my voice sounding like the tinkling of a thousand tiny bells, with an
echo to it.

“You look gorgeous sweetie.” said my stepmom.

“Absolutely stunning,” said my father.

I smile brighter even as I blush more “Thank you.” I say.

I look at Damien an he’s smiling at me, love in every bit of his expression “You
look beautiful to me in all your forms my Starlight,” he tells me. O

Trying not to hop around at the overwhelming happiness I was feeling, I turn to
Moon, Victor had already shifted, and asked “Are you ready?” ☺

He smiles and nods “Yes, Alpha.” he says, his voice chimed a lot deeper than
mine.

We head to the middle of the training arena, it had to be at least ten acres in
diameter. The others already knowing how this worked directed the others to the
raised stadium seating, The seating was actually shaded by the Decking that
extended out over them from the roof of the building. Blocking the sun, without
blocking the view.

There were ten long stairways leading up to the first rows of seating before
continuing up to the tenth row of seating, they were the main stairways. The first
row started at what I think was the third story of the six stories tall building. 2

There were two stairways from the first row to the tenth in between each main
stairway. The seating surrounded the arena, this was so much bigger then any
other stadium I have been to, including the schools. This was where the whole
Pack should be holding the training battles and rank advancement tournaments. I
think I will mention that to the Alpha later, for now it was time to focus.

I allowed our magic to flow forward, to surround us. ‘The magic is so much
stronger now’ said Selena.

‘I can feel our very deep and strong connection the earth, it feels amazing…so much
life’ said Xena. O

‘I can feel it too, and there’s something about that willow’ I tell them



‘We’ll figure it out later, time to train‘ said Selena

Focusing, the circle of lightning filled flames appears at my back, and circles of
lightning filled flame surround my wrists and ankles. My Lunar regalia in it’s
physical form. I look forward and Moon is ready like I was, having released his
magic as well. When I had awakened Victors primal magic, I was also awakened.
We were both stronger than we were last time. Our magic was already disturbing
the ground and wind around us.

With a burst of magic and a powerful jump of our legs, we fly together in our first
clashing of blows.

Damien’s POV

“Come on dad, and everyone, lets get up into the seating, we don’t want to be
down here when they start.” I say to our crowd.

While protests were uttered everyone moved, those who remembered last time
helped me move the reluctant along. Once seated we all turn back to see the two
in the middle of the arena. It was just as big as I remembered, the last time I was
here, I had been just a pup. Hopefully Alora would be willing to host future Pack
events here.

My mother and father sat to one side of me, Alora’s father and stepmom to the
other side. Alora’s brothers and Jaxson sat in the first row in front of me. Kass,
Kian, Bella, Galen, Xander, Beatrice, Darien and Serenity in the third row of
seating, behind me. Brock and Sam in the fourth row of seating, also behind me.
Our group seemed to have a bubble around it. Because the other Heartsong Clan
members sat back and away from us, like they were keeping a respectful
distance.

More wolves and hybrids of the Heartsong Clan started to arrive and fill the seats,
things stilled a bit and whispers among the crowd started to become loud as the
sky darkened and the Clan members were asking each other questions and
offering speculations. The questions and speculations turned into surprised and
amazed gasps as Moon and Starlight brought forth their magic.

Still more wolves and Clan members arrived. If I remember right, next to this
building hidden behind a fifteen story tall grove of trees, was a massive ten story
parking garage with four of those stories underground, and was the size of this
arena, only square. It was used by those who didn’t live in the Mansion.

The Mansion had four stories of an underground parking garage for it’s residence,
with elevators that led to the main floor. It was a massive renovation that was
done while the Massive Parking Garage was built. The Clan Alpha before last had
been the one to have both done, and keeping with tradition, had them reinforce
and warded with magic.



Every piece and all the materials used had been warded and infused with magic,
most of the labor being done by the Clan itself, and Witches connected to the
Clan. This Clan had been made stronger with it’s acceptance of Hybrids.

The other Clans didn’t have this many Hybrids or any tribrids in them. The Clan
that had absolutely none of either were the Frost and Northmountains. But all
that was changing, two new Clan Alpha’s had been chosen, two young Alpha’s
that had never been touched by the Black magic, thanks to the interference of
their grandparents. 2

There were some troubling reports by a few of the remaining Clan members.
They claim other members, who thought as they did, had gone missing, so many
out of the last three generation had to find inventive ways to escape the plans
their elders had for them. I was taken out of my thoughts with the crack and
boom of Moon and Starlight coming together in their first attack.

The repercussion shook the stadium, but the magic warding and reinforcement
activated, the spells almost visible, slightly transparent and in so many different
colorful hues. So many different abstract shapes spinning and twirling while
there were others that stayed stationary. The crowd around us was awed, Bryce
and Daniel looked like they were seeing heaven for the first time.

“Look at all these spells.” Daniel whispered to Bryce.

“So many.” Bryce whispered back to Daniel

“This is amazing.” Stephanie whispered to Sabastian “She’s amazing.”

“She is, this is.” said Sabastian.

“I want to adopt Alora, make her officially my daughter.” Stephanie tells
Sabastian, a fierceness to her tone.

“You do, truly?” Sabastian asked in pleased surprise, “But she’s already
eighteen.” he added.

“I don’t care, she’s mine, that bitch Bettina never deserved her, when people ask
her who her mother is I want to be the one who’s named, she deserves a mother
who will love and treasure how very special she is, and that’s me.” She declared
fiercely to Sabastian. (15

“All right my dear, first we need to find out if she’ll be okay with that, then if she
is, we’ll plan the Ceremony.” Sabastian tells her. O

“She’ll accept.” I tell them, they look at me “Alora has always wanted a family
that loved her, she’ll be happy to have you as her mom.” I tell Stephanie, knowing
what I said was true.



They smile at each other in joy then we all focus back on the training grounds and
the two fighters as another crack and boom sounds, fire and lightning flash and
burn as it scatters across the ground in the blow back of the connecting power.
(2)
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Damien’s POV con’d

With each clash of a fist or a foot, a crack would sound and magic would be
dispersed. They fought for nearly an hour, the stadium around us filled with
other spectators, it looked like the entire Heartsong Clan was here, and they
knew who was fighting based on the chants of “Alpha, Alpha, Alpha” that could
be heard loud and clear.

Earlier a couple of the Clan wolves came to stand in the walkway that was in
front of Alora’s brothers bench, and addressed my father. “Excuse my rudeness
Pack Alpha, but might we know the identity of those fighting and sitting here?”

The Alpha laughed “Curious are you?” he asked in a light tone, when they all
nodded he laughed again. “The female fighting, is your new Clan Alpha, Alora
Luna Heartsong,” there were gasps at that. “The male she’s fighting is your new
Gamma, Victor Heartsong Bloodmoon, his mate is your new Beta, Jaxon
Mountainmover.” He pointed at Jaxon.

The wolves bowed their respect to their new Clan Beta. He clapped me on my
shoulder, drawing the wolves eyes to us again. “This is my oldest son Damien as
most of you know, he is also now your Alpha’s mate and has sworn into your Clan
as Alpha Damien Moonstar Heartsong.” More gasps and bows of respect.

“That gentleman their.” he said pointing to Sabastian “is King Sabastian
Dayblood of the Vampires, Alora’s father and next to him is his mate, Queen
Stephanie Dayblood, soon to be adoptive mother of Alora and a former Council
Member of both the Witches Council, and the Supernatural Council.” more gasps,
more nods of respect. (5

“In front of you, next to your Beta are Alora’s half brothers,” then pointing at
each one, oldest to youngest “Asher, Nathen, Bryce, Daniel, and Cathel.” he says,
then pointing behind us “Xander and Beatrice, Damien’s Beta and Gamma,
they’re another mated pair. Kian Mountain mover, one of your Alpha’s Enforcer’s
and mated to her sister Kassandra, Galen his twin and another of Alora’s
Enforcers is mated to this lovely Witch Cerebella.” 3
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Then he pointed to Darien and Serenity, Lauren and Matt had driven over
separately and sat next to them. “That is my son Darien and his mate Serenity,
the Next Clan Alpha and Luna of the Moonstars and his Beta, Matt and Gamma,
Lauren.” They nod in respect, the Alpha points to Brock and Sam “You should
know of Master Trainer Brock, the lady next to him is his new mate Master
Trainer Sam, a Battle Historian and Battle Strategist trainer.” those two got looks
of awe and nods of respect.

“Thank you for your time and the introduction Pack Alpha.” they said, then they
depart.

O

It hadn’t taken long for the information to make it to all the Clan members here.
The Giant video screens at the end of each side of the training field were on, the
Cameras capturing zoomed in views of the fight. This training session had turned
into an impromptu Clan Gathering. Food was brought out and served, kids were
even in the stadium. Other Pack members outside the Clan were arriving, also
having heard of the training. 2

Finally the two combatants separated and stayed put for a bit. “So who’s up
next?” asked Darien,

“Me,” said Sam, drawing all of our looks to her. She stands and makes her way
down the stairs, slipping off her sandals. She’s in an ice blue top the same color as
Alora’s and short black athletic shorts. She shifted as she walked. She looked like
a Kitsune, only a Cat version. Her eyes glowed ice

was black and white tiger stripped, her tail was long and thick with short fur. )

There was an announcer now, they had been told about who was here, there
identities as well “Victor’s Kitsune moves off the field as Master Samantha
Bearhunter, a Siberian Tiger Shifter and Werewolf Hybrid shifts into her
humanoid cat form. See folks shifters when they are in their half form, look more
like Kitsunes, unlike us Werewolves in our half forms.” ( 1 )

There was apparently more then one announcer, because a second one spoke up
“Only Vampire Shifter or Werewolf Hybrids have labeled their animal, humanoid
forms Kitsune, Werewolves call their half form Lycans, and shifters, who have a
more humanoid half form, call it a Yokai, so this is Master Samantha’s Yokai
form.” he said

A third announce took up the commentary “Also a fun fact, the magic of a Yokai
is very much like that of a Kitsune.” Master Sam had made it onto the field and
had now activated her power as she walked over to Starlight. “See in the Circle of
those lightning laced flames behind her the flames are bigger, but fewer by half,
the flames around her wrists and ankles are thicker and the flames less
contained.” he said 3



A fourth announcer spoke up “I love the light blue of her flames and the white of
the lightning inside, but don’t let those flames fool you, that fire is not hot, it will
actually freeze things, look at the ice left behind by her foot steps.” she said ()

The second voice spoke up “Look at the ground folks, I just noticed how scorched
it is. Look at the marks left behind by Clan Alpha Alora and Gamma Victor’s
training battle.”

The first one spoke up “Look at Clan Alpha Alora, she’s not even breathing hard,
and she looks fresh, like that session was just a warm up.”

The third one spoke up “Heads up folks, just got the bio on Master Sam, and she
prefers Master Sam, she looks young, cute and adorable, but don’t let that fool
you, this woman is a badass. She’s also 123 years old, recently Mated to our
Master Brock as his second chance mate.” there were cheer’s at that, a lot of
them. “Interesting fact, Master Brock is Master Sam’s second chance mate also.”
There were gasps from the crowd.

The second announcer spoke up “That’s right, Master Sam had been working at a
hospital when the last deadly Pandemic happened. She walked into his room and
met her mate right as he took his last gasping breath, she relocated here to find
her second chance mate, after these two Masters experienced unavoidable
tragedy, they found each other.” ()

Then the fourth announcer spoke “Lets give these two Masters a round of
applause and prayers for a long and blessed mating this time around.” there was
a roar of applause from the crowd and shouted “good luck” and “Goddess bless
you” from the crowd. It was heart warming to hear the support our Pack
members were giving Master Brock and Sam.

The first announcer spoke up “All right folks, our two fighters are now on the
field together, lets get some audio and see what’s being said.”

“Warmed up?” Master Sam asked Starlight in a growling voice.

“Yes Master Sam.” Starlight replied respectfully to Master Sam. Her voice and
those tinkling bells coming over the audio,

“Good, I’ll be a better opponent for you, you’ll be able to stretch your limbs more
with me.” she tells Starlight.

Starlight smiles “I look forward to it Master, I’m eager to learn.” she replied,
looking truly excited.

Master Sam smiles to, she looks glad to have such a challenge in front off her as
well. They came together in a clash of blows, the crack of power louder, the
repercussions stronger. The ground burned and froze around them, the wards
were all glowing brighter, starting to strain slightly, but they held very well, not
one broke. 3



Master Sammanaged to knock Starlight away, she flew across the field before
flipping, landing on her feet she slid a few more feet. Then she started running
back at Master Sam, they came together so fast it was a blur of movement. This
went on for a good thirty minutes before a halt was called. The wards needed a
rest or they would start breaking. A thirty minute break was ordered. In the mean
time, on the screen was a video of Alora’s battles during her final exam. Then
there were mine.

How were there videos of my final exam? I looked at my father, he was smiling.
Oh, that’s how. There was even videos of our training yesterday at the Moonstar
training grounds. There was also the training Between Victor and Alora’s Sprite
forms. The Clan and Pack members were entranced by the video’s. Starlight
transformed back into Alora and Master Sam shifted back to her human form.
They came back to their seats. 2

Wolves that passed in front of us would stop and greet her with a bowed head
and a “Clan Alpha” acknowledging her status over them now. I look down at my
mate who is smiling, she looks up at me and I ask. “Are you enjoying yourself.”

“Yes, very much.” she says.

“Good” I say and kiss her on the forehead. “Who are you training with next?” I ask
her.

She looks over at her father “Dad,” she calls out and he looks at her “Can we train
next?” she asks him.

He smiles “It would be my pleasure sweet girl.” he says.

It felt like it took two seconds for the information to make it to the Announcers.
The first one made the announcement “Next up our Clan Alpha Alora and her
father King Sabastian Dayblood of the Vampires!”

The roar of excitement the crowd let out at that shook the stadium. (1)
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Chapter 110

Alora’s POV

I was so happy at the moment. I got to train all out as a Kitsune against an
opponent. Although it was cut short, it was still awesome. I couldn’t wait to train
with Dad, I felt more energized then ever. When we first got here, this had been
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and empty stadium, but while Moon and Starlight had fought, it had filled with
what felt like the entire Heartsong Clan and most of the Pack.

Everyone was treating it like a planned gathering with announcers and food stalls
being open at the top of the stadium seating, in areas I didn’t realize had been
designated for such things till that moment. 2

While on break they were playing videos they somehow managed to get a hold of,
they were of Damien’s battles and mine. I look at his exam day video, he looks so
fierce and strong, so dominating.

I couldn’t help the flare of arousal that shot through me watching the video.(This
novel will be daily updtaed at ) Then my mate wraps his arms around me and pulls
me tightly to his side, his nose in my neck, he takes a deep breath, drawing in my
scent, and growls against my neck.

Through our mind link he asks “And what has you smelling so delicious mate.” his
voice, even through the mind link, carried a growl.

Smiling I reply “Your exam day video.” my voice husky

‘His Lycan is so powerful looking, I want to get him under our claws’ said Xena

‘Look at all that muscle and the way he moves, so much strength, I want to feel it
under my hands and

claws‘ said Selena

Needless to say watching our mate fight was extremely arousing. I look up and
meet Damien’s glowing gaze with my own glowing gaze. The tension was intense,
I could feel and visibly see his desire for us.

He removes an arm from around me so he could cup my cheek in his hand, his
thumb gently rubbing over my bottom lip. I let the demand fill my eyes, I didn’t
have to say aword, he knew what I wanted, but it was also what he wanted, his
mouth comes to mine in a deep, long, lingering kiss.

The kiss set me on fire, and there was nothing we could do about it at the
moment, letting out frustrated growls we separate and look at each other, that’s
when the sound our moment had blocked out came rushing back.

The crowd was roaring, there were applauses, whistles, and a chant “Alpha, Alpha,
Alpha.” Confused I look around, and realize Damien and I had become the center
of attention.

Blushing and clearing my throat I press against my mate, one of his arms still
around me holding me closely to him. Thank Goddess he was holding me, or I may
have slid to the floor to hide in embarrassment.



I’ve never really liked being the center of attention, being the center of attention
had gotten me locked in that basement. (This novel will be daily updtaed at )Now
I didn’t have to fear it, but many of my reaction to things would take a long time
to change now that I was free.

What is my Starlight, I could feel your mood change, what caused this sadness?’ My
mate mind links his question, concern in his tone.

I’m sorrymate, I was just realizing, my initial reaction to things are going to take a
while to change, I

free and I won’t ever have to be locked in that basement ever again.….but ….‘

He kisses my temple giving me a comforting squeeze ‘Don’t worry my Starlight, I
know everything is to close, I don’t expect all you have been through to be solved in
and instant. In fact, I was going to ask how you felt about…therapy’ he said the
last word hesitantly. 3

I was surprised, but I shouldn’t have been, of course this male would want to help
take care of my mental health, and his idea had merit, therapy could help me
adjust my reaction to things, maybe not fix me entirely, but help me to live more
of a normal life…well…as normal as you get being a Werewolf Vampire Hybrid
that’s blessed by the Moon Goddess. Okay so forget normal, I just want to be
able to live, and enjoy life. 2

Looking at my mate I say ‘I think it would be a good idea…but I wouldn’t want to
go alone

He kisses my temple again ‘You won’t be alone, I need to know how to help you
through your episodes, how to help you cope with everything. I want to help you
heal.’ His voice soft and loving. (10

I smile up at him, them I lift up and kiss him, lingering a moment before pulling
away. “I love you my darling mate.” I tell him aloud, my voice husky with my
emotion.

He puts his forehead against mine “And I love you, my Starlight.” he says, his
voice also husky.

There were some awes from the crowd, letting me know we were still the center
of attention, but I didn’t care now, I had my mate and he loved me. The light came
back and my heart welled with happiness once more.

“That’s better” Damien says. “I love feeling you happy, you glow my Starlight,
brighter than the Moon and Stars.” His voice soft and husky.

It reminded me of my pendent, I had it tucked away, safe in the velvet box it had
come in. Sarah had taken the necklace but not the box. The hand written note he
had tucked into it still there, it said. O



“You are special, don’t let them tell you differently.” It had helped me get
through so many dark times.

“Thank you Goddess for blessing me with this male’ I send up the silent gratitude.

The first announcer spoke up, “Okay folks the wards have had enough time to
cool down and it’s now safe to return to fighting with magic.”

I smile at Damien and he smiles back releasing me from his hold after a quick kiss
to my lips, “Have fun my Starlight.” he says.

I get up and turn to my father smiling brightly “Ready dad?” I ask him excitedly.

He was standing as well “I am, Sprite form?” he askes me.

I jump up and nearly shout “Yes!” blushing I force myself to come down “I mean,
yes, what’s your Sprit’s name?” I asked him.O

He smiles patiently, “My sprite’s name is Deimos, my twin’s, even though she’s
female, is named Phobos, my mother and her Sprite had a weird sense of humor.”
he says at my look of surprise and slight amusement. Phobos is the Greek god of
fear, Deimos the Greek god of terror, so it was funny to me.

Still smiling I say “Will I get to meet your parents?” I asked him.

He smiles “Yes, I will arrange for their visit, I believe they will adore and love you
just as Stephanie and I do.” he tells me, I smile with my joy. Happy to finally have
what most pups have. 2

(This novel will be daily updtaed at )I’ll have to keep reminding myself that
outside of the Frost and Northmountain Clans, wolves were truly Pack creatures.
We gathered together and enjoyed each others company, and pups were
accepted and loved no matter their coloring or parentage.

I had a long road ahead, but with all the people I had now in my life, I believe that
journey will be enjoyable, instead of the hell it would have been with those other
people. According to one of Allister’s testaments, Bettina had been planning too
hand me over to the Black Magic Coven after graduation, so my disappearance
wouldn’t have been so suspicious.(

But the thing that comforts me a bit about that, was that me being missing would
have been noticed, by Darien and Damien. They would have looked for me and
asked questions, then they would have asked their father the Alpha to get
involved. The Alpha would have used a command on them, to have them tell the
truth as soon as he felt the lie. You can’t lie to an Alpha, and definitely not the
Alpha of Alpha’s, he would be able to tell.



My father and I head down to the arena, the second announcer spoke. “Got some
interesting facts for the folks who don’t know much about Vampires or the
Vampire Hybrids we have here in our own Heartsong Clan.” he said “Vampires
have what are called Sprites, they house the Vampires true nature, like our
wolves do ours.”

The fourth announcer spoke up “Also, a Vampires skin doesn’t scar, even a
hybrids. Their Sprites carry their scars and they are only visible in their melded
form.”

The second announcer speaks up “But it is really hard to scar a Vampires Sprite, it
takes deep lasting wounds and silver edged weapons. While silver may not harm
us to touch it, it definitely harms us if were cut by it.”

The first one spoke again. (This novel will be daily updtaed at )” Yes, this is
because it’s our blood that reacts to the silver, treating it like a poison, while our
skin treats it like any other metal.” 2

Which means as soon as I transform, the torture I received for the last eighteen
years would be revealed to all my Clan and Pack members here.?
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